
Blind
Research
Are the Hard Sciences
Immune From
Experimenter Effects?

RU PERT SHELDRAKE

IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, AS IN EVERYDAY
life, our beliefs and biases often influence how
we observe and interpret the world. In experi
mental psychology and clinical research, this
problem is widely recognized, which is why
experiments in these subjects are often carried
out under blind or double-blind conditions. There
is solid experimental evidence that experimenters'
attitudes and expectations can influence the out
come of experiments.

In single-blind experiments, an investigator
does not know which samples or treatments are
which. But when human subjects are involved,
as in medicine and experimental psychology,
double-blind procedures can be used to guard
against the expectancy of both subjects and
investigators . In a double-blind clinical trial, for
example, some patients are given tablets of a
drug and others are given similar-looking place
bo tablets, phannacologically inert. Neither clini
cians nor patients know who gets what.

In uch experiments, the largest placebo
effects usually occur in trials in which both
patients and physicians believe a powetful new
treatment is being tested. The inert tablets tend to
work like the treatment being studied, and can
even induce its characteristic side-effects.
Likewise, experimenter expectancy effects are
well known in experimental psychology, and also
show up in experiments on animal behavior.

It is fascinating to learn that blind assessment
first bezan in the late eizhreenth century, in
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cians nor patients know who gets what.

In uch experiments, the largest placebo
effects usually occur in trials in which both
patients and physicians believe a powetful new
treatment is being tested. The inert tablets tend to
work like the treatment being studied, and can
even induce its characteristic side-effects.
Likewise, experimenter expectancy effects are
well known in experimental psychology, and also
show up in experiments on animal behavior.

It is fascinating to learn that blind assessment
first began in the late eighteenth century in

head of a commission of inquiry appointed by
King Louis XVI. (The report is translated and
reprinted in its entirety in Smc, Vol. 4, No. 3.)

The use of blind assessment was adopted in
the mid-nineteenth century by homeopaths, and
by the end of that century was taken up by psy
chologists and psychical researchers. But it was
not until the 1930s that blind techniques com
bined with no-treatment control groups started to
be used in clinical trials, and only after World
War IT did blind assessment in randomized con
trolled trials became a standard technique.

In medicine and psychology, blind experi
mentation began a a deterrent against the
unconventional, but its general importance is
now recognized for orthodox research. It has
been internalized within the mainstream.
Although researchers in medicine and psycholo
gy have been aware of the effects of experi
menters' expectations for decades, how widely
has this awareness spread throughout the scien
tific community? Can the expectations of experi
menters affect their resu lts in other branches of
science? No one seems to know. Most people
simply asswne that scientists in orthodox fields of
inquiry are immune from the problem.

My colleagues and I have attempted to quan
tify attention to po ible experimenter effects in
different branches of science by means of two
surveys . The first survey was of experimental
papers recently published in leading scientific
journals , including Nature and the Proceedings oJ
the NationalAcademy oJSciences.

In the physical sciences, we found no blind
experiments in any of the 237 papers we
reviewed. In the biological sciences, there were 7
blind experiments out of 914 « 1%); in psycholo
gy and animal behavior, 7 out of 143 (5%); and
in the medical sciences, 55 out of 227 (24%). By
far the highest proportion (but the smallest sam
ple) was in parapsychology, 23 out of 27 (85%).

In the medical journals, out of the 55 reports
involving blind methods, only 25% (11 of the
total surveyed) involved do uble-blind trials.
Thirty employed single-blind methods, with one
or more of the investigators carrying out blind
evaluations or analvses. The majority of the
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TIle second survey was of science depart
ments at 11 high-status British Universities
(including Oxford, Cambridge, London and
Edinburgh). We found that blind procedures are
rare in most branches of the physical and biolog
ical sciences . They are not used or taught in 22
out of 23 physics and chemistry departments, or
in 14 out of 16 biochemistry and molecular biol
ogy departments. By contrast, blind methodolo
gies are practiced and taught in 4 out of 8 genet
ics departments , and in 6 out of 8 phys iology
departments. Even so, in most of these depart
ments they are used occasionally rather than rou
tinely, and are mentioned only briefly in lectures.

Only in exceptional cases are blind tech
niques used routinely. Our survey revealed three
examples, all of which involved commercial con
tracts. The university scientists were contractually
required to analyze or evaluate coded samples
without knowing their identity.

When academic scientists were interviewed
for this survey, some did not know what was
meant by the phrase "blind methodology." Most
were aware of blind techniques, but thought
that they were necessary only in clinical
research or psychology. They believed that their
principal purpose was to avoid biases intro
du ced by human subjects, rather than by exper
imenters. The commonest view expressed by
physical and biological scientists was that blind
methods are unnecessary in their own field
because "nature itself is blind," as one professor
put it. Some admitted the theoretical possibility
of bias by experimenters, but thought it of no
importance in practice. On e chemist added,
"Science is difficult enough as it is without mak
ing it even harder by not knowing what you
are working on. "

The assumption by most "hard" scientists that
blind techniques are unnecessary in their own
field is so fundamental that it deserves to be test
ed empirically. Can the expectations of experi
menters introduce a bias, conscious or uncon
scious, into the way they carry out their proce
dures, make observations or select data?

I suggest the following investigation . Take a
tvoical exoeriment involving a test sample and a
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typical experiment involving a test sample and a

practical classes, for instance, half the class
would do the experiment blind , while the other
half would, as usual, know which sample is
which.

If there are no significant differences between
the results under open and blind conditions, this
would be evidence that blind techniques are
unnecessary. On the other hand, if there are sig
nificant differences between results unde r blind
and open conditions, this would reveal the exis
tence of experimenter effects. Further resea rch
would then be needed to find out how the
experimenters were influencing the data.

The more independent investigations, the
better. TI1is is an inquiry in which the critical
skills of skeptics could play an important role.
The use of blind methodologies, pioneered by
skeptics, has been internalized within medicine,
psychology and parapsychology, resulting in
improved rigor and a sophisticated awareness of
the effects of experimenter bias. The so-called
hard sciences have largely escaped skeptical
scrutiny. There seems no good reason why they
should continue to be granted this immunity.

Perhaps it will turn out, after all, that "hard"
scientists need not bother with blind techniq ues.
They may indeed be exceptions to the principle
that beliefs, desires and expectations can influ
ence how we observe and interpret
things. On the other hand, hard scien
tists may be like everybody else ,
including researchers in psychology
and medicine.

I would be
grateful to hear
from any readers
who might be
able to help
with experimental
investigations
on this
subject.
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